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SKY WORKER PTK-31

Yearly cost savings and 
increased productivity 
makes The Sky Worker the 
most sensible roofing crane.

List of operational savings and increased productivity

1. Much lower insurance. (Listed as scheduled equipment) 
$3,300 per year compared to $3,300 per month for a 
boom truck. That’s $36,300 every year.

2. No large truck tires.  $600 each x 10= $6,000 with 18 
month life is $4,000 per year

3. Big truck maintenance.  $1,000 per year
4. Major fuel cost reduction.  Boom truck gets 5mpg @ 50 

miles a day is 10 gal. x $4 = $40+ $20 run time on job 
is $60 per day x 5 is $300 per week.  Allowing 40 weeks 
working a year = $12,000 every year

5. No CDL driver needed

6. Regular crew can operate

7. No damage to property (driveways, curbs or lawns

8. Replaces man-lift with an articulating and self-leveling 
man-lift

9. Replaces tractor trailer to haul the man lift and the truck 
insurance

10. No travel restrictions like large trucks have

11. Much more accessible to residential work

12. Unlimited access to university work and historic jobs

13. Perfect for coastal or island jobs where there is a weight 
restriction

14. Faster set up

15. Self Drive, from remote control, drives anywhere around 
any job

16. Can be driven, used and stored inside buildings

17. More efficient because of the articulating boom and opera-
tion may be from the roof

18. Safer because of remote control

19. Built in, real-time load measurement means you can’t 
overload the crane — job safety

20. Conveniently switch from crane to man-lift in minutes

21. No rent fees, no waiting on rental delivery

UPFRONT SAVINGS: $53,300 EVERY YEAR
Add first year write off and you have payback in 2 years

Lifting Equipment Solutions


